. Latent components determined from a hyperspectral image of a diseased plant with brown rust by different methods. Components obtained by PCA, NMF and SiVM are determined using original representation of reflectance information (A). These methods find components that are not easy to interpret (PCA), are corrupted by noise and difficult to understand (NMF) or do not represent important parts of the spectrum (SiVM). In contrast to regularized LDA, the topics found by non-regularized LDA on sparse data obtained by wordification (B) are not coherent and are dominated by the topics with lower reflectances, which represent the healthy part of the leaf, by ignoring the variations of diseased spectra.
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. Latent components determined from a hyperspectral image of a diseased plant with brown rust by different methods. Components obtained by PCA, NMF and SiVM are determined using original representation of reflectance information (A). These methods find components that are not easy to interpret (PCA), are corrupted by noise and difficult to understand (NMF) or do not represent important parts of the spectrum (SiVM). In contrast to regularized LDA, the topics found by non-regularized LDA on sparse data obtained by wordification (B) are not coherent and are dominated by the topics with lower reflectances, which represent the healthy part of the leaf, by ignoring the variations of diseased spectra. Figure S2 . A wordification approach for hyperspectral images (A): Discretize the space covered by signatures into R reflectance words, whereas each square denote a hyperspectral word. The corresponding sparse representation, after the wordification was applied, represents each hyperspectral signature (curve) as sparse vector which can be used to learn a topic model. (B) Construction of word-dependency matrix C using word co-occurrences and pointwise mutual information. The matrix is used within online regularized topic model to discover coherent topics.
